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Атарваведа Upanishads Главный Upanishads Малый Upanishads Другие Священные Писания Бхагават Гита Агама (индуизм) Вачанамрут Шастрас и Сутрас Брахма Сутрас Самхья Сутрас Yoga Sutras Pramana Sutras Puranas Dharma Shastra Artha zastra Kamasutra Naalayira Divia
Prabhandham Tiramurai Shiva Samhita Hinduism Other Indian philosophyw this article contains Indian text. Without proper rendering support, you can see question marks or boxes, inappropriate vowels or missing threads instead of indic text. Advaita Vedanta (/ʌðˈvaɪtə vɛˈðɑːntə/; Sanskrit: अ ैत वेदा त,
IAST: Advaita Vedanta, literally, non-duality) is a school of Hindu philosophy, and is a classical system of spiritual realization in the Indian tradition. The term Advaita refers to the idea that only Brahman is ultimately real, the phenomenal transitional world is the illusory appearance of (Maya) Brahman, and
the true me asman is no different from Brahman. Originally known as Purushawada, and as a mayavada, followers of this school are known as Advaita Vedantins, or simply Advaitins, in regards to the phenomenal world as simply the illusory appearance of pluralism, experienced through the feeling-
impressions of ignorance (avidya), an illusion superimposed (adhy'sa) on the only reality of The Brahman. They seek moxhu (liberation) through recognition of this illusion of a phenomenal world and the acquisition of vidy' (knowledge) of their true identity as Atman, and the identity of Atman and Brahman.
Adi Shankar, the most prominent member of the Advaita Venta tradition. Advaita Vedanta has its roots in the oldest Upanishads. It relies on three text sources called Prasthanatrayi. This gives a unifying interpretation of the entire body of the Upanishads, Brahma Sutra and Bhagavad Gite. Advaita
Vedanta is the oldest surviving sub-school of Vedanta, which is one of six Orthodox Hindu philosophies (darana). Although its roots reigned to the 1st millennium BC, the most notable indicator of Advaita Vedont is considered by tradition to be 8th century scholar Adi Shankara. Advaita Vedanta
emphasizes Jivanmukti, the idea that moxha (freedom, liberation) is achievable in this life unlike other Indian philosophies that emphasize videhamukti, or moksha after death. The school uses concepts such as Brahman, Asman, Maya, Avidya, meditation and others that are in the main Indian religious
traditions, but interprets them in their own way for their Moksha theories. Advaita Vedanta is one of the most studied and influential schools of classical Indian thought. Many scholars describe it as a form of monism, while others describe advaita's philosophy as non-dual. Advaita is considered a
philosophy or a spiritual path, not a religion, because it does not require that those who follow it be Advaita influenced various traditions and texts of Hindu philosophies, such as Samhya, Yoga, Nyaya, other Vedna sub-schools, Vaishnavism, Haivism, Purana, agams, and social movements such as the
Bhakti movement. In addition to Hinduism, Advait Whedont interacted and developed with other traditions in India, such as Jainism and Buddhism. Advaita Venta's texts adhere to a spectrum of views, from idealism, including illusionism, to the realistic or almost realistic position expressed in Shankara's
early works. Nowadays, his views appear in various movements of Neo-Vent. It was declared a paradigmatic example of Hindu spirituality. The etymology and nomenclature of the Word Advaita is a composite of two Sanskrit words: Prefix A- (अ), which has a similar meaning to the English prefix Non-
Dvaita ( ैत), which means Duality or Dualism. Advaita often translates as non-duality, but a more accurate translation is not the second. This means that there is no other reality than Brahman that reality is not made up of parts, that is, ever-changing things do not have their own existence, but are visibles
of what exists, Brahman; and that there is no duality between the essence, or Genesis, man (asman), and Brahman, the Land of Genesis. The word Vedanta is a composition of two Sanskrit words. The word Veda refers to the entire body of Vedic texts, and the other word Anta means end. Vedant's
meaning can be summarized as the end of the Vedas or final knowledge of the Vedas. Vedanta is one of six Orthodox schools of Hindu philosophy. Originally known as Purushawada, and as Mayawada, akin to Madhyamak Buddhism, because of their insistence that the phenomena ultimately do not have
an inherent essence or reality, advait Vedanta's school has historically been called by various names, such as Advaita-vada (Speaker Advait), Abhed-Darshan (kind of without distinction), Dweita-wada-pratised (denial of double differences) and According to Richard King, professor of Buddhist and Asian
studies, the term Advaita is first found in a recognizably Vedicic context in the prose of Mandukya Upanishad. In contrast, according to Fritz Staal, a philosophy professor specializing in Sanskrit and Vedic studies, the word Advaita comes from the Vedic era, and the Vedic sage Of Yainavalkia (8th or 7th
century BC) is credited with it. Stephen Phillips, a professor of philosophy and Asian studies, translates Advaita, containing an excerpt from the verses in Brihadanayaka Upanishad, as Ocean, the only strait without duality becomes the one whose world is Brahman. (Note 5) Darshan (view) - central
problems of the Fall of the merger in analogy with the merger of Atman in Brahman Additional information: Advaita's Hindu philosophy is a subschool Ved'nta, the latter is one of six classic Hindu darsan, an integrated body of textual interpretations and religious practices that aim to achieve moksha,
liberation or liberation from transmigrative existence. (Note 6) Traditional Advaita Vedanta focuses on research and on what she considers to be the correct understanding of Sruti, the texts, especially the chief Ofanishad, were shown, along with Brahma Sutra and Bhagavad Gite, collectively called
Prastantrai. It is believed that correct understanding ensures that one's true identity as a ztman, the impartial and unchanging consciousness of the witnesses, as well as the identity of ztman and Brahman, leads to liberation. This is achieved by what Adi Shankara calls an antubhava, a direct intuition, a
direct awareness that is not building-free, not a construction. This is not Brahman's awareness, but Brahman's awareness. Correct knowledge, which destroys Abia, ignorance, which is psychological and perceptual errors that hide the true nature of Atman and Brahman, is obtained by following the four
stages of samanyas (self-congratulation), equalized, listening to the teachings of the sages, mananas, reflections on the teachings and swahya, contemplation of truth. The tradition of Advaita Ved'nta rejects the dualism of Samkhya purusha (primary consciousness) and prakriti (inert primary business),
Note 7 By accepting this postulation, various theoretical difficulties arise that Advaita and other Ved'nta traditions offer different answers for. (note 8) The main issue is the relationship between Atman and Brahman, which is resolved by regard to them to be identical. This truth is established from the oldest
major Upanishads and Brahma Sutas, and is found in parts of Bhagavad Gita and many other Hindu texts, and is considered self-evident. The main purpose of the comments is to support this non-dual (Asman and Brahman) reading sruti. The mind is used to support revelation, the sruti, the ultimate
source of truth. Another question is how Brahman can create peace, and how to explain the diversity of phenomenal reality. Declaring the phenomenal reality an illusion can be preserved as the primacy of Asman/Brahman. Advaita's literature also offers criticism of opposing systems, including the dual
school of Hinduism, as well as other Philosophys of Nastika (unorthodox), such as Buddhism. Moksha - Liberation thanks to the knowledge of Brahman Puruartha - the four goals of advait's human life, like other schools, accepts Puruartha - the purposes of human life as natural and correct: The Dharma:
the right way to life, the duties and responsibilities of the individual in relation to himself and society, as well as to the responsibilities of society in relation to the individual; Arta: the means to support and maintain your life; Kama: pleasure and pleasure; Moksha: liberation, liberation. Of these, much of
Advaita Ved'nta's philosophy focuses on the latter, gaining liberation in its present life. The first three are discussed and encouraged by Advaitins, but usually in the context of Brahman's cognition and self-fulfillment. Moksha - Liberation See also: Yunan, Prajna and Prajnam Brahma Soteriological
purpose, in Advai, is to gain self-knowledge and full understanding of the identity of Atman and Brahman. The correct knowledge of Atman and Brahman leads to the dissolution of all dualistic tendencies and to liberation, Moksha's note is achieved by realizing his true identity as ztman, and the identity of
Atman and Brahman, a full understanding of his real nature as Brahman in this life. This says Shankar as follows: I am not a name, a form and an action. My nature is always free! I am Sam, the supreme unconditional Brahman. I'm Pure Awareness, always not double. - Adi Shankar, Upadesahasari 11.7,
according to Advaita Venta, liberation can be achieved by living, and called Jivanmukti. Atman's knowledge, that is, knowledge of the true Self and his relationship to Brahman, is central to this liberation in Advaita's thoughts. (note 11) Asman-knowledge, for Advaitins, is that state of full awareness,
liberation and freedom that overcomes duality at all levels, understanding the divine within itself, the divine in others and all beings, the non-dual one that Brahman in everything, and all Brahman. According to Rambahan, in Advait, this state of liberation of self-knowledge includes and leads to the
realization that I am the one who knows myself to see himself in all beings and all beings in himself. Jivanmukta in Advaita Venta is not interested in liberation after life, but in the current life. This school believes that liberation can be achieved during life, and the person who achieves this is called
Jivanmukt. Raman Maharshi, an Indian sage who was considered by many to be Jivanmukto, contrasts with Videhamukti (moksha from Samsara after death) in theistic schools of Vyatta. Jivanmukti is a condition that transforms the nature, attributes and behavior of a person, after which the liberated
person exhibits such qualities as: when confronted with an angry person, he does not return anger, instead responds and kind words; even if he is tortured, he speaks and trusts the truth; he does not crave blessings and does not expect praise from others; he never hurts or harms life or being (ahimsa),
he intends for the benefit of all beings; he is as comfortable as he is in the presence of others; he is just as comfortable with the bowl, at the foot of the tree in a tattered robe unaided, as when he is in a mitun (union of mendicants), grams (village) and nagara (city); it does not care about or wear syha (a
bunch of hair on the back of the head for religious reasons) nor a holy thread all over the body. For him, knowledge is the sia, knowledge is a holy thread, knowledge itself is the highest. External appearances and rituals do not matter to him, only knowledge matters; for him there is no call, no dismissal of
deities, no mantras, no prostrations, no worship of gods, goddesses or ancestors, nothing but knowledge of Himself; he is humble, high-minded, clear and steady mind, straightforward, compassionate, patient, indifferent, courageous, speaks firmly and sweetly. Vidya, Swadhya and Anaubhava Home
article: Swadhya Sruti (Sacred Scriptures), correct thinking and meditation are the main sources of knowledge (vision) for the tradition of Advaita Vedanta. He teaches that the correct knowledge of Atman and Brahman is achievable with the help of sv'dhy'a, study of self and vedic texts, and three stages of
practice: sravana (perception, hearing), manana (thinking) and nididhyasana (meditation), 87 three-step methodology, which is rooted in the teachings of chapter 4, Sravana literally means hearing, and generally refers to perception and observations usually aided by a counselor or teacher (guru) in which
he listens and , concepts, questions and answers. Manana refers to thinking about these discussions and thinking about different ideas based on swadding and leveling. Nididhyasan refers to meditation, awareness, and subsequent belief in truths, non-duality, and a state in which thought and action,
cognition and being merge. Bilimoria argues that these three phases of Advaita practice can be seen as a sadhana practice that combines ideas of yoga and karma, and has most likely been derived from these old traditions. Adi Shankara uses anubhava interchangeably with pratipatta, understanding.
Dalal and others put that Anaubhava is not around some mystical experience but around the correct knowledge of Brahman. Nihalananda argues that (knowledge) of Asman and Brahman can only be achieved by The Buddhists, mind, stating that mysticism is a kind of intuitive knowledge, while Buddhists
are the ultimate means of achieving knowledge. Mahawakya - Main article Great Proposals: Some mahawaks, or great proposals, have an adright theme, that is, the inner immortal self and the great cosmic power are the same thing. Senior No. Vachia Means Upanishad Veda 1 ान ं  (Praina Brahma)
Prajanam (note 12) is Brahman (note 13) Aitarea V.3 Rigveda 2. अह ं ा म (aham brahmasmi) I Brahman, or I divine Brhadaranaka I.4.10 Shukla Yajurveda 3. त वम स (tat tvam asi) It's you art, or You that Chandogya VI.8.7 Samaveda 4. अयमा मा  (aiamatme brahma) This Atman is Brahman Mandukya
II Atharvaveda Stages and practices Advaita Vedanta entails more than self-understanding or naked understanding of its real nature, but also includes restraint, textual research and ethical perfection. It is described in Advaita's classic books, such as Shankara's Upedesaasari and Vivekakumania, which
are also credited to Shankar. Jnana Yoga - The Way to Practice Home Article: Jnana Yoga Classic Advaita Venta highlights the path of Jnana yoga, progression learning and learning to achieve moksha. It consists of four-fold qualities, or behavioral qualifications (Samanyasa, Sampattis, Sadhana-
katustia): For the development of these four qualities - Nitianititia vastu viveka (िन यािन य व तु िववेकम्) - Viveca is the ability to correctly distinguish between real and eternal (thread) and substance that seems to be real, illusory, changing and temporary. (108) Ihutata fala bhoga virga (इहाऽमु ाथ फल भोगिवरागम्) -
renunciation (virga) from all desires of the mind (bhoga) for sensual pleasures, in this world (ichah) and other worlds. The willingness to give up everything that is an obstacle to the pursuit of truth and self-knowledge. Sampatti (शमािद ष क स प ) - six-fold virtues or qualities - zama - mental calmness, the
ability to focus the mind. The lady is a restraint, pay attention to the power of moderation. Keeping your feelings. Parathati - impassivity, lack of desire for worldly pleasures, the ability to be calm and disassociate from everything; Ending all religious duties and ceremonies Titica - endurance, perseverance,
putting up with pairs of opposites (e.g. warmth and cold, pleasure and pain), the ability to be patient during the difficult circumstances of 110 111 Graddha - with faith in the teachers and the sacred texts of Sruti Samadhan - satisfaction, satisfaction of the mind in all conditions, attention, intention An
intense desire for freedom, liberation, and wisdom, driven by a desire for knowledge and understanding. Having Moxhu as the main purpose of life, correct knowledge, which destroys abia, psychological and perceptual errors associated with Atan and Brahman, obtained in jnanayoga through three stages
of practice, sravana (hearing), manana (thinking) and nididhyasana (meditation). This three-step methodology is rooted in the teachings of Chapter 4 of The Bryhadaranaki Upanishad: 89 Sravana, listening to the teachings of the sages of the Upanishadas and Advait Vedanta, studying vedantic texts such
as Brahma Sutra, and conversations with the guru (teacher, counselor); Manana refers to thinking about these discussions and reflecting on different ideas based on swadhaya and comparison. This is the stage of thinking about the teachings; Nididhyasana, stage of meditation and introspection. This
stage of practice is aimed at understanding and subsequent belief of truths, not duality and state, in which thought and action, cognition and being merge. While Shankara emphasized the hearing, manana (reflection) and nididhyasana (repeated meditation), later texts such as Deg-Day-Viveka (14th
century) and Vedantasara (15th century) added samadhi as a means of liberation, and the theme was also emphasized by Svamiwanda.com. The main article guru: Guru Advait Vedanta School traditionally honors the Guru (teacher) and recommends looking for a competent Guru in the pursuit of
spirituality. However, the Guru is not mandatory at the School of Advaita, says Clooney, but reading Vedic literature and then reflecting. Adi Shankara, of Comans, regularly used complex words such as Sastracaryopadesa (Scripture instruction and teacher) and Ved'ntacaryopadesa (instruction through
Upanishads and Teachers) to emphasize the importance of the Guru. This reflects the tradition of Advaita, which considers a competent teacher important and necessary to obtain the right knowledge, free from false knowledge and self-fulfillment. A guru is a person more than a teacher, a traditionally
reverent figure for a student, with a guru serving as a 'counselor who helps shape values,' shares empirical knowledge in the same way as literal knowledge, a model in life, an inspiring source and who assists in the spiritual evolution of the student. The guru, argues Joel Mleco, is more than someone
who teaches a certain type of knowledge, and includes in his sphere someone who is also a counselor, a kind of parent of mind and soul, who helps to shape values and empirical knowledge as much as concrete knowledge, a model in life, inspiring and who reveals the meaning of life. Ontology See also:
Metaphysics and Ontology Swan is an important motif in Advaita. The swan symbolizes the ability to distinguish Satya (Real, Eternal) from Mithiya (Unreal, Changing), just as the mythical swan Paramahamsa distinguishes milk from water. Brahman's absolute reality articles are major: Brahman and
Satcitananda According to Advaita Ved'nta, Brahman is the highest reality, 76119120 That is unborn and invariably, 119 and not sublatable, 76 and cannot be superseded by still higher reality. In addition to Brahman, everything else, including the universe, material objects and individuals, is constantly
changing and therefore Mayan. Brahman is the Paramartica Satyam, the Absolute Truth and the True Self, the Pure Consciousness... the only reality (Sat) since it is not related to the difference, a sign of ignorance, and since it is one thing that is not sublatable . In Advaita, Brahman is the substrate and
the cause of all changes. Brahman is considered to be the material cause and effective cause of everything that exists. Brahman is the primordial reality that creates, maintains, and brings out the universe in it. It is a creative principle that is being implemented all over the world. Advaita's Upanish roots
suggest that Brahman's qualities are true being bliss, or Eternal Bliss. Adi Shankara believes that satcitananda is identical to Brahman and Atman. The scientist Advaitin Madhusudana Saraswati explained Brahman as a reality that is at the same time the absence of falsification (sat), the absence of
ignorance (cit) and the absence of sadness/self-limitations (ananda). According to Adi Shankara, Brahman's knowledge of Shruti cannot be obtained by any other means other than an independent investigation. The main article by ztman: ztman (Hinduism) See also: Samadhi, The Nature of the Buddha,
Sunyata and the Unaddressed Awareness of ztman (IAST: Atman, Sanskrit: आ मन्) is a central idea in Hindu philosophy and a fundamental premise of Advaita Vedanta. It is a Sanskrit word that means real me of the individual, essence and soul. Nevertheless, according to Ram-Prasad, this is not an
object but an irreplaceable essence of existence, not an objective self with the quality of consciousness. It is stable subjectivity, or unity of consciousness through all the specific states of individualized phenomenalness, but not the individual subject of consciousness. ztman is the first principle in Advaita
Ved'nta, along with his concept of Brahman, with ztman, which is a palpable personal particular and Brahman concluded about the unlimited universal, both synonymous and It is, to Advaitin, an unchanging, durable, eternal absolute. It is the true self of the individual, consciousness, says Staneshvar
Timalsina, that is, self-evident, self-evident and self-consciousness (navascasta). This, argues Eliot Deutsch, is a pure, undifferentiated, supreme force of awareness, more than thought, a state of being, something that is conscious and transcends subject-object divisions and momentary. Advaita Ved'nta's
philosophy sees ztman as self-presenting awareness, boundless and not ambivalent. He argues that in every living entity there is a spirit, a soul, me (ztman) that are identical to each other and identical to the universal eternal Brahman. It is the experience of the single that unites all beings, in which there
is a divine in every being, in which all existence is a single Reality, and in which there is no divine separate from the individual ztman. This is not an ever-changing body, no desire, no emotion, no ego, or a dual mind in Ad keep Vent. It is an introspective, internally shy on the look (saxi). For Advaitins,
human beings, in a state of unconsciousness and ignorance, see their I-ness not that they are different from being in others, and then act out of impulse, fear, traction, malice, division, delusion, anxiety, passions and feelings of identity. According to Advaita Vedant, Atman is identical to Brahman. This is
expressed in the mahawakya tat twam asi, you are it. There is a common ground, visas. consciousness, to the personality and Brahman. Every soul, according to Advaita, is no different from the infinite. According to Shankara, Natman and Brahman seem different on the empirical level of reality, but this
difference is only an illusion, and at the highest level of reality they are really identical. Moksha is achieved by realizing the identity of ztman and Brahman, full understanding of his real nature as Brahman in this life. This is often said by Advaita scientists such as Shankara as: I am apart from the name,
form and action. My nature is always free! I am Sam, the supreme unconditional Brahman. I'm Pure Awareness, always not double. - Adi Shankar, Upadesahasri 11.7, Levels of Reality, Truth See also: Doctrine of The Two Truths Classic Advaita Vedont explains all reality and everything in the tried and
tested world to be the same as Brahman. For Advaitins, there is unity in diversity, and there is no double hierarchy of the Creator and the created universe. All objects, all experiences, all matters, all consciousness, all awareness in advaita philosophy are not property, but the very nature of this
fundamental Brahman reality. (website) The Advaita School states that any ontological effort must pre-00, and these efforts should explain all empirical experiences, such as projected reality, while one dreams during sleep, and the observed diversity of living beings. This Advaita does by positing its
theory of three levels of reality, 172 the theory of two truths,173 and by developing and integrating these ideas with its theory of errors (anirvacaniya khyati). Shankara offers three levels of reality using sublattion as an ontological criterion: 175 (paramart, absolute), reality, metaphysical true and
ontologically accurate. It is a state of experience of what is absolutely real and in which both other levels of reality can be solved. This reality is the highest, it cannot be sublated (assimilated) by any other. Vivaharika (Vivahara), or Samriti-saya, consisting of empirical or pragmatic reality. It constantly
changes over time, thus empirically true at this point in time and context, but not metaphysically true. This is our world of experience, a phenomenal world that we cope with every day when we are awake. This is the level at which both jiva (living beings or individual souls) and Iswara are true; here, the
material world is also true, but it is incomplete reality and sublatable. Pretibhasika (pratibhasika, seeming reality, unreality), a reality based only on the imagination. It is a level of experience in which the mind builds its own reality. Known examples of pratibhasics are imaginary reality, such as the lion roar
fabricated in a dream while sleeping, and the perception of a rope in the dark as a snake. Advaita Vedanta acknowledges and recognizes that there are many differences from an empirical point of view. It states that each and every reality has several points of view, both absolute and relative. All of this is
valid and true in their respective contexts, says Advaita, but only from their respective specific points of view. This explanation of Advaytina's absolute and relative truth is called the doctrine of two truths. John Grimes, a professor of Indian religions specializing in Vedaente, attributes this teaching to
Advaita as an example of light and darkness. From the point of view of the sun, it does not rise or sit down, there is no darkness, and everything is light. From the point of view of man on Earth, the sun really rises and sets, there is light and darkness, not all light, there are relative shades of light and
darkness. Both are valid realities and truths, given their point of view. However, they are contradictory. What is true from one point of view, Grimes argues, is not from another. For Advaita Venta, this does not mean that there are two truths and two realities, but it is only that the same Reality and the same
Truth are explained or tested from two different points of view. When they developed these theories, advait Vedanta's scientists were influenced by some ideas from the schools of Nyaya, Samhya and Hindu yoga. These theories did not enjoy a universal consensus among advaitins, and various
competing ontological interpretations flourished in the Advaita tradition. (website) The empirical reality is an illusion and ignorance according to Adway Vedanta, Brahman is the only reality. The status of the phenomenal world is an important issue in Advaita Venta, and various solutions have been
proposed. The perception of the phenomenal world as a real one is explained by Maya (constantly changing reality) and Aldlia (ignorance). Apart from Brahman, everything else, including the universe, material objects and individuals, is constantly changing and therefore Mayan. Brahman is the
Paramartica Of Satyam, Absolute Truth and True Self, Pure Consciousness, Only Reality (Sat), as it is not related to differences, a sign of ignorance, and since it is the only thing that is not sublatable. Maya (illusion) Main article: Maya (illusion) The Mayan teaching is used to explain empirical reality in Ad
wait. Jiva, when it is caused by the human mind, is subjected to experiences of subjective nature, according to Vedanta School, which leads her to misunderstand Maya and interpret it as the only and ultimate reality. The Advatins argue that the perceived world, including people and other existence, is not
what it appears to be. They argue that it is Maya who manifests and perpetuates a sense of false duality or separation of pluralism. The empirical manifestation is real, but it changes, but it blunts the true nature of metaphysical reality, which never changes. Advaita believes that liberation is an unlimited
awareness and understanding of unchanging Reality and truths – I am that I (Soul) am the same in myself as I am in another and I am in everything (Brahman). In the philosophy of Advaita Ved'nta there are two realities: Vyavaharika (empirical reality) and Paramartica (absolute, spiritual reality). Maya is
an empirical reality that confuses consciousness. Maya has the right to create slavery to the empirical world, preventing the discovery of the true, unitary self- Cosmic Spirit, also known as Brahman. This Mayan theory was laid out and explained by Adi Shankara. Rival scientists Dvaita challenged
Shankara's theory and stated that Shankara does not offer a theory of the relationship between Brahman and Maya. Later, the scientist Advaita Prakasatman turned to this, explaining: Maya and Brahman together make up the entire universe, just as two species of intertwined threads create The Maya is
a manifestation of peace, while Brahman, who supports Maya, is the cause of peace. Brahman is the only metaphysical truth in Advaita Vedanta, Maya faithful in the epistemological and empirical sense; however, Maya is not a metaphysical and spiritual truth. Spiritual truth is truth forever, while what is
empirical truth is true only now. Full knowledge of true reality includes knowledge of both Vyavahariki (empirical) and Paramartica (spiritual), Maya and Brahman. The purpose of spiritual enlightenment, the state of Advaitins, is to realize Brahman, to realize the unity and unity of all reality. Avidya
(ignorance) because of ignorance (avid), Brahman is perceived as the material world and its objects (nama rupa vikara). According to Shankara, Brahman is actually attributeless and formless. Brahman, the supreme truth and all (reality), does not really change; only our ignorance creates the appearance
of change. Also, because of avidy, true identity is forgotten, and material reality, which manifests itself on various levels, is mistaken as a single and true reality. The concept of avidia and its relation to Brahman creates the most important philosophical question in the thoughts of Advaita Venta: how avidy'
can appear in Brahman, since Brahman is pure consciousness? Sengaku Mayeda writes in his commentary and translation Upadesasahasri by Adi Shankara: Of course, the most important problem that Sankara left to his followers is the problem of aldaria. If the concept is logically analyzed, it will lead
Vedanta's philosophy to dualism or nihilism and uproots its fundamental position. For Advaitins, human beings, in a state of ignorance and ignorance of this Universal Self, see their I-ness as different from being in others, and then act out of impulse, fears, cravings, anger, division, confusion, anxiety,
passion, and a sense of discernment. The following Advaitins gave several different explanations from which various Advaita schools originated. Cause of main article: Cause and effect in Advaita Vedanta All Vedanta schools subscribe to the theory of Satk'ryav'da, which means that the effect already
exists in reason. But there are different views on the cause-and-effect relationship and the nature of the experiential world from the point of view of the metaphysical Brahman. Brahma Sutra, the ancient Vedicnins, most of Vedanta's school, and Samhya's School of Hindu Philosophy support
Parinamawada, the idea that the world is a real transformation (parina) of Brahman. Scientists disagree on whether Adi Shankar and his Advaita system explained cause-and-effect communication through viwarta. (website) According to Andrew Nicholson, instead of a parina-vad, a competing theory of
cause and effect is Vivartavad, which says, The world, it's just unreal (Viwarta) Brahman. Vivartavarada argues that while Brahman appears to be undergoing change, there is in fact no real change. Many beings are an unreal manifestation, since the only real being is Brahman, this ultimate reality that is
unborn, unchanging and completely without parts. The proponents of this illusory, unrealistic transformation based on the theory of cause and effect, Nicholson argues, were Advaitins, followers of Shankara. While the world can be described as conventionally real, adds Nicholson, The Advaitians argue
that all of Brahman's effects must ultimately be deemed unrealistic before the individual self can be released. However, other scientists, such as Hajime Nakamura and Paul Hacker, disagree. The hacker and others saw that Adi Shankara did not advocate for Vivartavada, and his explanations were
removed from any connotation of the illusion. According to these scientists, it was the 13th century scientist Prakasatman who defined Viwarta, and it was Prakasatman's theory that was sometimes misunderstood as Adi Shankara's position. (Note 22) Andrew Nicholson agrees with Hacker and other
scientists, adding that vivarta-vada is not Shankara's theory that Shankara's ideas seem closer to the parinam-vad, and the explanation of the vivart probably appeared gradually in advaita's sub-schools later. According to Eliot Doych, Advait Vedanta argues that from the point of view of Brahman
experience and Brahman himself, there is no creation in the absolute sense, all empirically observed creation is a relative and simple transformation of one state into another, all states are temporary and causal changes. Three States of Consciousness and Turia See also: The Doctrine of The Three
Bodies (Vedanta) and Kosh Advaita puts three states of consciousness, namely: awakening (jagrat), dreaming (swapna), deep sleep (sugupti), which are empirically tested by humans, and correspond to the Doctrine of the Three Bodies: This is a coarse body. The second state is a dreamy mind. It's a thin
body. The third condition is the state of deep sleep. It's a causal body. Advaita also believes the fourth state of Turia, which some describe as pure consciousness, the background that underlies and goes beyond these three common states of consciousness. (website) (website) Turia is a state of liberation
in which the advait school is located, experiencing infinite (ananta) and not different (advait/abhead), free from dualistic history, the state in which the ajativada is detained, not the origin. According to Kandradara Sarma, the state of Turia is implementing the main I, it is immeasurable, neither cause nor
consequence, all precede, without suffering, blissful, do not change, real, immanent in everything and transcendent. Those who have experienced the Turkish stage of self-consciousness have achieved a pure awareness of their non-dual Self as one with all and with everything, for them the knowledge,
the knowledge known becomes one, they are The Jivanmukt. Advaita traces the basis of this ontological theory in older Sanskrit texts. For example, chapters 8.7 to 8.12 Chandogya Upanishad discuss four states of consciousness as waking, sleep-filled, deep sleep and beyond deep sleep. One of the
earliest references to The Turia in the Hindu scriptures takes place in verse 5.14.3 of Brihadaranaki Upanishad. The idea is also discussed in other early Upanishads. Epistemology See also: Pramana and Epistemology Ancient and Medieval texts by Advaita Venta and other schools of Hindu philosophy
discuss Pramana (epistemology). Praman's theory discusses issues such as how correct knowledge can be acquired; As one knows, as one does not; and to what extent knowledge relevant to someone or something can be obtained. Advaita Vedenta, 222 takes the following six types of pram: 223
Pratyaka ( य ाय) - perception of Anamati (अनुमान) - output of Upamya (उपमान) - comparison, Artapati analogy (अथाप ) - post, post, withdrawal from the circumstances 221225 Anupalabdi (अनुपल ध) - non-perception, negative/cognitive proof 226 zabda (श द) - relying on the word, testimony of past or
present reliable specialists 221226 Pratyak'a (perception) Pratyak'a ( य ाय), perception, has two types: external - stemming from the interaction of five senses and peaceful objects, and internal - perception of inner meaning, mind. Advaita postulates four prerequisites for correct perception: 1)
Indriyarthasannikarsa (direct experience of its sensory organ (s) with an object, all that is being studied), 2) Avyapadesya (non-verbal; correct perception is not through rumors, according to ancient Indian scientists, where one sensory organ relies on acceptance or deviation of someone else's perception),
3) Avyaarabhic (not to wander; correct perception does not change, and it is not the result of deception, because one sensory organ or means of surveillance drifts, defective, suspect) and 4) Vyavasayatmaka (certain; correct perception excludes judgment doubts, either because of its non-compliance
with all the details, or because one mixing the conclusion with observation and observation that one wants to observe, or not watching that one does not want to observe). Internal concepts of perception included Pratibha (intuition), samanyamarsanapritayxu (a form of induction from and
jnanalaksanapratyaksa (a form of perception of previous processes and previous states of research topic by observing its current state). Anaumya (conclusion) of Anaumya (अनुमान), the conclusion is defined as the application of the reason to reach a new conclusion about the truth from one or more
observations and the previous understanding of the truth. Observing the smoke and bringing out the fire is an example of Anuman. This epistemological method of learning consists of three parts: 1) Pratina (hypothesis), 2) Hetu (cause) and 3) drshtant (examples). The hypothesis should be further broken
down into two parts: 1) Sadhya (this idea must be proved or disproved) and 2) Paksha (the object on which Sadhya is based). The conclusion is conditionally true if Sapaksha (positive examples as evidence) are present and if Vipaksha (negative examples as counter-evidence) are absent. For rigor, the
Indian philosophy further demands Vyapti - the requirement that hetu (cause) must necessarily and separately account for the conclusion in all cases, as in sapaksha and vipaksha. The conventionally proven hypothesis is called nigaman (conclusion). Upama (comparison, analogy) Upama (उपमान),
comparison, analogy. Some Hindu schools see it as an appropriate means of cognition. Upaman, Lochtefeld, can be explained by the example of a traveler who has never visited land or islands with endemic wildlife populations. He or she said someone who was there that in these lands you see an
animal that kind of looks like a cow, grazes like a cow, but is different from a cow in such a way. Such use of analogy and comparison, the state of Indian epistemologists, are valid means of conditional knowledge, as it helps the traveler to identify a new animal later. The theme of the comparison is
officially called upameyam, a comparison object called upamanam, while the attribute (s) is defined as samanya. Arthapatti (postulation) Arthapatti (अथाप ), postulation, removal from circumstances. In modern logic, this praman is similar to the indirect consequences. For example, if a person has left in a
boat on the river before, and the time has passed the expected arrival time, then circumstances support the truth of the postulate that the person has arrived. Many Indian scholars considered this Pramana invalid or at best weak because the boat may have been delayed or diverted. However, in cases
such as getting the time of future sunrise or sunset, this method has been stated by proponents as reliable. Anaupalabdi (untested, negative/cognitive evidence) Anaukalabdi (अनुपल ध), un sanctipriated, negative/cognitive evidence. Anaupalabdi Pramana offers knowing the negativity, for example, there is
no jug in this room is a form of valid knowledge. If something can be observed, draw conclusions or prove that it does not exist or is impossible, then the person knows more than what he did without such means. In the school of Hindu philosophy Advaita the valid conclusion is either sadrup (positive) or
asadrupa (negative) attitude - both correct and valuable. Like other pramans, Indian scientists have improved Anapalabdi to four types: the non-purpose of the cause, the non-sanctuary effect, the non-sanctuary of the object and the rejection of contradictions. Only two Hindu schools have accepted and
developed the concept of non-sanctuary as a praman. Advaita considers this method to be valid and useful when the other five pramans fail in pursuit of knowledge and truth. A variation of Theopadbi called Abhava (अभाव) was also called an episthemical method. It means non-existent. Some scholars
consider Anapalabdi to be the same as Abhava, while others consider Anaualabdi and Abhavu different. Abhava-pramana was discussed in Adaita in the context of Padarta (पदाथ, the term's reference). Padartha is defined as what is simultaneously Astitva (exists), Jneyatva (know) and Abhidheyatva
(named). Abhava was further improved in four types, Hindu schools, which adopted it as a useful method of epistemology: dhvamsa (cessation of what existed), idata-abava (impossibility, absolute non-existence, contradiction), anyonya-abhava (mutual denial, mutual absence) and pragavasa (before,
pre-absence). The श द, based on the word, testimony of past or current reliable experts. Hiriyanna explains Sabda-pramana as a concept that means reliable expert testimony. Hindu schools, which consider it epistemically valid, suggest that a person should know numerous facts, and with limited time
and energy, he can learn only a part of these facts and truths directly. He must rely on others, his parents, family, friends, teachers, ancestors, and related members of society to quickly acquire and share knowledge and thereby enrich each other's lives. It is a means of obtaining proper knowledge either
to speak or write, but through Sabda (words). The reliability of the source is important, and legitimate knowledge can only come from The Sabbath of reliable sources. The disagreements between Advaita and other Hindu schools were about how to establish reliability. Ethics Some argue that Deutsch that
Advaita turns away from all theoretical and practical considerations of morality and, if not unethical, at least ethically in nature. However, Deutsch adds, ethics is firmly in this philosophy. His ideology ethics and values are part of every metaphysical and epistemological analysis, and he believes that an
independent, separate attitude to ethics is not necessary. According to Advaita Vedontta, according to Deutsch, there can be no absolute moral laws, principles, or responsibilities, instead, in his axiological view, Atman is beyond good and evil, and all values are the result of the self-knowledge of the
reality of the impersonal non-existence of his present me, any other manifestation. Advaitian ethics includes the lack of traction, the absence of double differences between one's own soul and the soul of another, good and just karma. The values and ethics of Advaita Ved'nta are based on what it
considers to be the inherent state of the liberation of self-discovery. This state, according to Rambahan, includes and leads to the understanding that I am me all, I know myself in all beings and in all beings. This knowledge and understanding of the indivisibility of one's and another Asman, according to the
Advaitins, leads to a deeper identity and intimacy with all. It does not alienate or separate Advaytin from his community, but rather awakens the truth of unity and interconnectedness of life. These ideas are illustrated in Isha Upanishad - sruti for Advaita, as follows: Anyone who sees all beings in himself
alone, and I all beings, does not feel hatred because of this understanding. For pro seer oneness, who knows what all being to be me, where is the confusion and sadness? - Isha Upanishad 6-7, Translated by Rambachan Adi Shankar, leading supporter of Advaita, in verse 1.25 to 1.26 his Upade'as'asr,
argues that self-knowledge is understood and realized when the mind is purified by the observation of Yamas (ethical commandments) such as Ahimsa (nonviolence, abstinence from the wounds of others in the body, mind and thoughts), Satya (truth, abstinence from lies), Asteya (abstinence from theft),
Aparigraha (abstinence from self-reassion and thirst) and simple life of meditation. Rituals and rites can help to focus and prepare the mind for the journey to self-knowledge, but Shankara prevents ritual worship and burdening of the Virgo (God) because it assumes that I am within different from Brahman.
The doctrine of distinction is wrong, Shankar argues, because the one who knows Brahman, one, and he knows the other, does not know Brahman. In other verses 1.26-1.28 the text of Advaita Upadesasahasri states the ethical premise of equality of all beings. Any Bhead (discrimination), Shankar says,
based on class or caste or origin is a sign of internal error and lack of liberation of knowledge. This text states that a fully liberated person understands and practices the ethics of the indistinguishable. [254] who yearns to realize this supreme truth, which is spoken of in Sruti, must rise above the fivefold
form of desire: for the son, for the wealth, for this world and the next, and are the result of a false reference to I Varna (castes, colors, classes) and the order of life. These references are contrary to correct knowledge, and Srutis gives reasons for prohibiting the acceptance of distinctions. For when the
knowledge that one non-double Asman (I) goes beyond phenomenal existence is generated by the scriptures and reasoning, there can be no knowledge side by side that contradicts or contradicts it. - Adi Shankara, Upadesh Sahasri 1.44, The Texts of the Upanishads, Bhagavad Gite and Brahma Sutra
are the central texts of the advait Vedanta tradition, which is based on the doctrines of the identity of Atman and Brahman and their impeccable nature. Adi Shankara gave a non-dualistic interpretation of these texts in his comments. Bhasheya Adi Shankara (comments) have become central texts in advait
Vedanta's philosophy, but are among the many ancient and medieval manuscripts available or accepted in this tradition. The subsequent tradition of Advaita elaborated on these sruti and comments. Adi Shankar is also credited with the famous lyrics of Nirvana Shatakam. The tradition of Prasthanatraya
Vedanta provides exegeses of Upanishadov, Brahma Sutra, and Bhagavadgita, collectively called Prasthanatrayi, literally, three sources. Upanishady, Note 23 or Ruthi Prostan; is considered to be the basis of Vedanta. (Note 24) Most scholars, argues Eliot Deutsch, are convinced that the sruti in general
and the Upanishads in particular express a very rich variety of ideas, with early Upanishads such as Brihadagnaka Putnishad and Chandonya Upanishad being more easily suited to interpreting The interviewer's Advaita than the average or later interpretation of Upanishad. In addition to the oldest



Upanishads, williams says, the Sannyasa Upanishads group is made up by Shankar once express resolutely Advaita perspectives. Brahma Sotras, or Nyaya Prasthana / Yukti prasthana; is considered to be the cause of Vedanta's foundation. Brahma Sutra tried to synthesize the teachings of the
Upanishads. The variety of Upanishad teachings required the systematicization of these exercises. The only waiting version of this synthesis is Brahma Sutra Badarayana. Like Upanishad, Brahma Soutras is also an aphoristic text, and can be interpreted as a non-istical text by Advait Vedant or as the
Temic text of Dweit Vedant. This led, stephen Phillips argues, to his different interpretations by scholars of the different school of Vedanta. Brachmastutra is considered Advaita Nyaya Prasthana (canonical base for reasoning). Bhagavad Gite, or Smriti Prastina; is considered the basis of Smriti (memorial
tradition) Vedanta. It has been widely studied by Advaita scientists, including Adi Shankara's commentary. The textual power of the Personality of Atman and Brahman, and their unchanging, eternal nature, are the main doctrines in Advaita Ved'nta. The school believes that claims of knowledge in vedas
are an essential part of the Veda, not karma-kanda (ritual prohibitions). The knowledge that I am identical to the nature of Atman and Brahman is in The Upanishads, which Advaita Vedanta regarded as an unmistakable uncovered truth. However, the states of Koller, Advaita Vedantins did not fully rely on
the revelation, but critically studied their teachings using reason and experience, and this led them to investigate and criticize competing theories. Advaita Vedanta, like all Orthodox schools of Hindu philosophy, recognizes as an epistemical premise that zruti (Vedic literature) is a reliable source of
knowledge. The series includes four Vedas, including four layers of embedded texts - samhits, brahmins, aranyaki, and early Upanishads. Of these, The Upanishads are the most mentioned texts in the Advaita school. The possibility of different interpretations of Vedic literature, argues Arvind Sharma,
was recognized by ancient Indian scientists. Brahmasutra (also called Vedanta Sutra, written in the 1st millennium BC) adopted this in verse 1.1.4 and argues that The Upanishad teachings should be understood not in parts, but in a single way in which ideas in Vedic texts are harmonized with other
means of knowledge, such as perception, withdrawal, and remaining pramans. This theme was central to the Advaita school, making Brachmasutru a common reference and a consolidated textual power for Advaita. Bhagavad Gite, like in parts, can be interpreted as the monistic text of Advaita, and in
other parts as the text of Dvaita. It has also been widely studied by Advaita scientists, including Adi Shankar's commentary. The story of Advaita Vedanta Gaudapada, one of the most important philosophers until Śaṅkara in the Advaita Advaita Ved'nta tradition, existed before Adi Shankara, but found in
him his most influential exhibitor. Pre-Shankar Advaita Vedanta of the Waitant School before Brahm Sutra's writing (400-450 AD), Nakamura wrote in 1950, is almost unknown. Two advaytes of the Pre-Prehenkar period, known to scholars such as Nakamura in the first half of the 20th century, were
Vaquiapadia, written by Bhartahari (second half of the 5th century) and written by Goudapada (7th century AD). The scholarship after 1950 suggests that almost all sannyas of Upanishad, which belong to the minor Upanishads and have a later date than the main Upanishads, namely the first centuries
AD, and some of which are sectarian in nature, have a strong advaita Ved'nta outlook. Advaita Ved'nta's views in these ancient texts may be, says Patrick Olivella, because the large Hindu monasteries of this period (early Medievalian period, from the mid-6th century AD) belonged to the tradition of
Advaita Ved'nta, preserving only the views of Advaita, and reworking other texts. Earliest Ved'nta - Upanishads and Brahma Suztas Main article: Brahma Suztas See also: Vedas, Upanishads and Darsana Upanishady form the main texts from which Vedanta gives interpretation. The Upanishads do not
contain strict philosophical research, idifization of teachings and formulated supporting arguments. This philosophical research was performed by the Darsans, various philosophical schools. Brahma Sutras Brahma Sutra of Bhma Sutra of Kadarayana, also called Vedanta Sutra, was composed in its
current form around 400-450 AD, but most of Sutra must have been in existence much earlier. Estimates of Kadarayana's life dates vary between 200 BC and 200 AD Brahma Sutra is a critical study of the teachings of the Upanishads, perhaps written from the perspective of Bhadheed Vedantich. It was
and is a guide for great vedantic teachers. Boedarian was not the first person to systemtify the Upanishad teachings. He refers to the seven vedantics teachers before him: From the way Vidarayana refers to the views of others, it is obvious that the teachings of the Upanishads must have been analyzed
and interpreted by quite a few before him, and that his systematicization of them in 555 sutras, arranged in four chapters, should have been the last attempt, most likely the best. Between Brahma Souras and Shankara, according to Nakamura, there must have been a huge number of other works, but
unfortunately they were all scattered or lost and do not reach us today. In his comments, Shankara mentions 99 different predecessors of his Sampradaya. At the beginning of his commentary to Brhadaranyaka, Upanishad Shankara greets Brahmavidya Sampradya teachers. Doshenkar's doctrines and
sayings can be traced in the works of later schools, which give an insight into the development of Vent's early philosophy. The names of the various important early thinkers of Gerant were listed in Siddhitraya Yamunakariya (about.1050), Ryomanuja (c.1050-1157) and Srinivasa-das's Yatandramadypika.
Collectively, at least fourteen thinkers are known to have existed between the composition of the Brahmins Sutra and shankar's life. Although Shankar is often considered the founder of advait Vedanta School, Nakamura said, the comparison of the known teachings of these early Vedaantins and the
thoughts of Shankara shows that most of the characteristics of Shankara's thought were promoted by someone before the chantar. Shankara was the man who synthesized the Advaita-wada that existed before him. In this synthesis he was a rejuvenator and protector of ancient learning. He was an
unrivalled commentator, thanks to the efforts and contributions of Advaita Vedanta, who dominated Indian philosophy. Goudapada and Mashukya Krika Main article: Goudapada Goudapad (6th century) - Govinda Bhagavatpa teacher and teacher Shankara. Gaudapada uses the concepts of Ajitiada and
Maya to establish that from the level of ultimate truth the world is a cosmic illusion and suggests that all our waking experience is exactly the same as an illusory and unsung dream. In contrast, Adi Shankara insists on the distinction between awakening and dreams. Mandukya Karika Goudadad wrote or
composed 306 Mashukya Karika, also known as Gaushapada Karika or Agama Ostra. Mashukya Krika is a commentary in a poetic form to Mandukya Upanishad, one of the shortest Upanishads, consisting of only 13 prosaic sentences. From the ancient literature associated with Advaita Vedanta, the
oldest surviving full text is Mashukya Karika. Many other texts with the same type of teachings and which were older than Malyukya Krika existed, and this is undeniable because other scholars and their views are quoted by Gaudapada, Shankara and Anandagiri, according to Hajime Nakamura.
Gaudapada relied, among other things, on Manduchia Upanishad, as well as on Brihadaranyak and Chandogyu Upanishads. Mandukya Upanishad was considered a sruti until the Adi Shankara era, but was not considered particularly important. In the later post-step period, its value became much more
important and was seen as an expression of the essence of The Pointidad philosophy. The whole of Karika has become a key text for advaita school in this more different era. (note 29) Sri Gaudapadacharya Mathematics Home article: Sri Gaudapadacharya Mathematics Circa 740 AD Gaudapada
founded by Sri Gaudapadacharya Mateo 30, also known as Kavaḷē Maha. It is located in Kavala, Ponde, Goa, and is the oldest mathematician of the South Indian Saraswat Brahmans. (Web-10) Adi Shankara Adi Shankara, 20th verse Brahmadzananawalimal:  स य ंजग म या जीवो वै नापरः that
Brahman is real, the world is an illusion that Brahman and Jiwa are no different. Brahmadzananawalala 1.20 (788-820), also known as the Śaṅkara Of Bhagavatpakaria and Adi Śaṅkarācārya, represents a turning point in the development of Venta. After the growing influence of Buddhism on Vedanta,
culminating in the work of Gaudapada, Adi Shankara gave vedantic character to the Buddhist elements in these works, synthesizing and rejuvenating the doctrine of Advaita. Using ideas in ancient Indian texts, Shankara systematized the basis for Advaita Venta in the 8th century AD, reforming the
tradition of Badarayana Vedanta. His thematic focus went beyond metaphysics and soteriology, and he placed a strong emphasis on Pramanas, i.e. epistemology or means for learning, methods of reasoning, which provide an opportunity to gain reliable knowledge. (quote necessary) Rambachan, for
example, summarizes a widely held opinion on one aspect of Shankara's epistemology, before critics say, according to these widely presented modern studies, Shankara only provided preliminary veracity of the knowledge derived from the investigation of the words of Zruti (Veda) and did not see the latter
as a unique source (praman) Brahman. It is argued that the claims of the sirut must be verified and confirmed by knowledge derived from the direct experience (anawava) and the authority of zruti, so they are only secondary. Sengaku Mayeda agrees, adding that Shankara retained the need for objectivity
in the process of obtaining knowledge (vastutantra) and considered subjective opinions (purushatantra) and prohibitions in zruti (kodanathantra) secondary. Mayeda refers to Shankara's explicit statements emphasizing epistemology (pramana-janja) in section 1.18.133 Of Upadesaassri and section 1.1.4
of Brahmautra-bhasya. Adi Shankara cautioned against cherry-picking a phrase or verse from context from Vedic literature, and noted that Anvaya (theme or purport) of any treatise can be properly understood only if one visits Samanvayat Tatparya Linga, that is six characteristics of the text under
consideration: Common in Upakrama (introductory statement) and Upasamhara (conclusions) Abhyasa (message repeated) Apurvata (unique sentence or novelty) Fala (fruit) , praised points) Yukti (verifiable reasoning). Although this methodology is rooted in the theoretical work of the Nyai School of
Hinduism, Shankara consolidated and applied it with its unique exegetical method called Anvaya-Vyatireka, which states that proper understanding is necessary only values that are compatible with all characteristics and exclude values that are incompatible with any. The hacker and Phillips point out that
this understanding of the rules of reasoning and the hierarchical emphasis on epistemical steps is certainly a proposal by Shankara in Brahma-sutra, an understanding of what blooms in the works of his companion and padmapada's disciple. Murrell-Wolf argues that Shankara accepts Vedas and
Upanisas as a source of knowledge, developing his philosophical theses, but he never relies on ancient texts, but proves every thesis, then point by point using pranam (epistemology), reason and experience. The historical context also: The Late Classical Age and hinduism of the Middle Ages of Shankar
lived during the so-called late classical Hinduism, which lasted from 650 to 1100 AD. This era was an era of political instability that followed the Gupta dynasty and King Harsha of the 7th century AD. Buddhism in particular influenced the spiritual traditions of India in the first 700 years of the 1st millennium
AD. Shankara and his contemporaries made a significant contribution to the understanding of Buddhism and ancient Vedic traditions; they then transformed the message, in particular reforming the Tradition of Hinduism Vedanta, making it India's most important tradition for more than a thousand years.
Writings Main Article: Adi Shankar's bibliography of Adi Shankar is best known for his systematic reviews and commentaries (Bhasyas) on ancient Indian texts. The masterpiece of Shankara's comments is Brahmasutrabhacia (literally, a commentary on Brahma Sutra), the fundamental text of the School of
Hinduism of Vedonta. His comments about the ten Muhahia (chief) Upanishads are also considered genuine scholars. Other true works by Shankara include comments on Bhagavad Gita (part of his Passion Of Bhas). Vivarana Shankara (tertiary notes) on Vedavyas's comments on Yogasutras, as well as
on Apastamba Dharma-sũtras (Adhiatama-patala-bhasya) are taken by scientists as authentic works by Adi Shankara. Among Stotra (poetic works), Daxinamurti Stotra, Bhajagovinda Stotra, Sivanandalahari, Karpaty-panjarika, Wisnu-satpadi, Harimid, Dasa-Shloki and Krishna-Stak are likely to be
authentic. He is also the author of Upadesajasari, his most important original philosophical work. Of the other original prakaran ( करण, monographs, treatise) 76 works are attributed to Adi Shankar. Modern Indian scholars of the Belvalkar and Upadhya era take five and thirty-nine works, respectively, as
genuine. A few comments on and Shweswatara Upanishads were attributed to Adi Shankar, but their authenticity is highly questionable. Similarly, comments on several earlier and later Upanishads attributed to Skarnear are rejected by scholars as his work, and are probably the works of later scholars
Advaita Vedanta; These include Kaushitaki Upanishad, Maitri Upanishad, Kaiwalia Upanishad, Paramahamsa Upanishad, Sakatayana Upanishad, Mandala Brahma Upanishad, Maha Narayana Upanishad and Gopalatapani Upanishad. Shankara's authenticity as the author of Vivekshamash was in
question, and modern scholars tend to reject its authenticity as a work of Shankara. The authorship of Shankara by his Mandukya Upanishad Bhasya and his additional commentary on Gaudapada's Mashukya Krika were challenged by Nakamura. However, other scholars argue that Gaudica's comment
to Mandukya, which is actually Gaudapada's comment to Madukya Karikas, may be genuine. The influence of Shankara Shankara's status in the tradition of Advaita Venta is unparalleled. He traveled all over India to help restore the study of the Veda. His teachings and traditions form the basis of
smartism and influenced the Sant Mata line. He introduced the form of Pashchaytan worship, the simultaneous worship of the five deities - Ganesha, Surya, Vishnu, Shiva and Devi. Shankara explained that all the deities were but different forms of the same Brahman, the invisible Of the Higher Being.
Benedict Ashley attributes Adi Shankar to the unification of two seemingly disparate philosophical doctrines in Hinduism, namely Asman and Brahman. Isayeva argues that Shankara's influence has extended to reforming Hinduism, creating monasteries, instructive disciples, arguing against opponents
and engaging in philosophical activities that, in the eyes of Indian tradition, helped revive the Orthodox idea of the unity of all beings and Venta's thought. Some scholars question shankara's early influence in India. According to King and Rudumun, until the 10th century Shankar was overshadowed by his
older modern Mandan-Misra, who was considered the chief representative of Advaita. Other scholars claim that historical records during this period are unclear and little reliable information is known about Shankara's various contemporaries and disciples. Some scholars suggest that Shankara's historical
fame and cultural influence grew centuries later, especially in the era of Muslim invasions and the subsequent devastation of India. Many of Shankara's biographies were created and published in and after the 14th century, such as the widely cited Zinar-Vidjay by Vidyarani. Vidyana, also known as
Madhava, who was the 12th Jagadguru from Shringeri, from 1380 to 1386, The Hindu empire of Vijayanagar in southern India in response to the destruction caused by the Islamic Sultanate of Delhi. He and his brothers offer Paul Hacker and other scholars, as well as extensive advaytic comments about
veda and dharma. Vidyananya was a minister in the Vijayanagar Empire and enjoyed royal support, and his sponsorship and methodical efforts helped establish Shankar as a rallying symbol of values, spread the historical and cultural influences of Shenkara Vedont's philosophy, and create monasteries
(mathematicians) to expand the cultural influence of Shankara and Advaita Vedonta. Post-Shankar - early medieval times sureswar and Maan Mishra Main articles: Sureshwara and Mashan Mishra Sureshwar (fla. 800-900 AD) and Mauan Mishra were contemporaries of Shankara, Sureshwara often
(wrongly) identified with Maan Mishra. Both explained to Sankar on the basis of their personal beliefs. Sureshvara was also enlisted as the founder of advaita Ved'nta's Pre-Shenkar branch. Mashana Mishra was a Mimamsa scholar and follower of Kumarila, but also wrote a founding text about Advai,
which survived in the modern era, Brahma Siddhi. According to tradition, Maana Mishra and his wife were defeated by Shankara in the debate, after which he became a follower of Shankara. However, his attitude towards Shankar was the attitude of the self-confident teacher of Advaita, and his influence
was such that some believe that Brahma-Siddhi explained the non-Shankaran brand Advaita the theory of error outlined in this work, became a normative theory of the Advaita Vent. It was Misra's Vachaspati's comment on this work that connected her with Shankara's teachings. His influential thesis in the
Advaita tradition was that mistakes are opportunities because they lead to the truth and full knowledge requires that not only understand the truth, but also understand and understand mistakes, as well as what is not the truth. Hiriyanna and Kuppuswamy Sastra noted that Sureshwara and Mashan Mishra
had different views on different doctrinal points: These two different positions are also reflected in the opposing positions of the Bhamati school and the Vivaran school. Liberation: According to Maana Mishra, the knowledge that arises from Mahawakia is not sufficient for liberation. Only a direct awareness
of Brahma frees, which can only be achieved by meditation. According to Sureswara, this knowledge directly frees, while meditation at best, useful help. After Shankara's death, several schools were developed in advaita Ved'nta under-schools. Two of them still exist today: Bhamati and Vivarana. Two
non-existent schools are Pankapadika and Itasiddhi, which have been replaced by Vivarana Prakasatman School. These schools have developed the logical implications of the various doctrines of Advaita. Two of the problems they faced were a further interpretation of the Mayan and Avidia concepts.
Padmapada is a direct student of Shankara who wrote Pankapadika, a commentary on Sankar Bhaye. Padmapada moved away from Shankara in the description of avia, describing prakrti as aya or agenan. Wahaspati Misra - The main articles of the Bhamati School: Bhamati and Wacaspati Mishra
Wachaspati Misra (800-900 AD) wrote Brachmatattva-samix, a commentary on Brahma-Siddhi by Mayana Mishra, which provides a link between Mundan Misra and Shankara and attempts to harmonize Shankar's thought with the thought of Shankar. (web 11) According to Advaita tradition, Shankara was
reincarnated in Wahaspati Misra to popularize the Advait system through his Bhamati. Only two works are known about Vachaspati Misra, Brahma-Samix on Brahma-Siddhi Mahana Mishra and his Bhamati on Sankara Bhas, Shankara's comments on Brahma Sutra. The name of the Bhamati school
comes from this Bhamati. Bhamati School uses an ontological approach. He sees Jiva as the source of avidya. (web 11) He sees meditation as a major factor in acquiring liberation, while the study of Veda and reflection are additional factors. Prakasatman is the main article of vivarana School: Vivarana
Prakasatman (c. 1200-1300) - Pankapadika-Vivarana, Padmapadcharya's commentary on Pankapadika. Vivarana gives its name to a follow-up school. According to Rudurmum, This is the line of thought. became the leitmotif of all subsequent events in the evolution of the Advaita tradition. The Vivaran
School uses an epistemological approach. Prakasatman was the first to promote the theory of mulavedia or maya as a positive, unforced nature and sees Brahman as a source of greed. Critics argue that Brahman is pure consciousness, so he cannot be a source of greed. Another problem is that
contradictory qualities, namely knowledge and ignorance, are attributed to Brahman. (web 11) Vimuktman - Ista-Siddhi Vimuktatman (circa 1200 AD) This is one of the four traditional Siddhi, along with Mandan's Brahma-Siddhi, Nyskarma-Siddhi Sureswara and Advaita Siddhi. According to Vimoktatman,
absolute reality is pure intuitive His school of thought was eventually replaced by the vivarana school of Prakasatman. Late Medieval Times (Islamic Rule of India) - Michael's Big Advait Vedant. Allen and Anand Venkatrishnan note that Shankara is studying very well, but scientists have yet to provide even
a comprehensive, not to mention comprehensive, account of the history of Advaita Vedanta in the centuries leading up to the colonial period. Famous teachers See also: Dashanami Sampradaya and Advait Vedanta Teachers List According to Sangete Menon, prominent names in the later Advaita
tradition are: Web 12 Prakasatman, Vimuktatman, Sarvaistman (10th century) (see above) Shri Harsha, Sitzhuha (12th century) Amalenda (13th century) Vidjaranya, Śaṅkarānandā (14th century) Sadananda (15th century) Prakananda, Nasisharama (16th century) Madhusudhana Saraswati, Dharmaray
Adwarndra, Appaya Dakshita (17th century) Influence of Yogic tradition Such as Paul Hacker and Wilhelm Halffass, adopted the Shankara system as a measure for the orthodox Advaita Vedont, the living tradition of Advaita Vedont in medieval times under the influence, and included elements of, yogic
tradition and texts like yoga Wasista and Bhagavat Pulana. In the 14th century, Vasista's yoga became an authoritative source of text in the Advaita ved'nta tradition, while Jivanmuctiviva (14th century) Vidyranya was influenced by (Lagu-)yoga-wasishta, which in turn was influenced by Kashmiri
Shayvism. Vivekananda's 19th-century emphasis on nirvikalpa samadhi preceded the medieval yogic influence on Advait Ventu. In the 16th and 17th centuries, some of the texts of Nath and Hatha Yoga were also part of the evolving tradition of Advaita Vedontta. The development of the central position Of
the Main article: Neo-Vedanta Higher Indian Philosophy Already in medieval times, Advaita Vedanta became regarded as the highest of Indian religious philosophies, 378 development, which was reinforced in our time because of Western interest in Advaita Ved'nta, and the subsequent influence of
Western representations on Indian notions of Hinduism. In contrast, King argues that his current position was a response of Hindu intellectuals to the centuries-old Christian controversy aimed at creating a low-inferiority complex during colonial rule in the Indian subcontinent. The humanistic, inclusive
formulation, now called Neo-Vedanta, tried to respond to this colonial stereotype Indian culture was backward, superstitious and inferior to the West, King argues. Advaita Vedanta was projected as the central philosophy of Hinduism, and Neo-Vedanta included and incorporated Buddhist ideas, thus
making Buddha part of the Tradition of Venta, all in an attempt to change history Culture. Thus, the states of the King, neo-Vedicta evolved as a reaction to Western Orientalism and perennials. By the efforts of Vivekananda, the modern formulation of Advaita Ved'nta became the dominant force in Indian
intellectual thought, although Hindu beliefs and practices varied. Unifying Hindu Article: Advait Vedanta's unifying Hinduism has taken center stage in the classification of various Hindu traditions. For some scholars, it was with the advent of Islamic rule, first in the form of the Delhi Sultanate after the
Mughal Empire, and the subsequent persecution of Indian religions, Hindu scholars began shy attempts to define identity and unity. Between the twelfth and fourteenth centuries, andrew Nicholson said, this effort arose with the classification of the systems of astic and nastica of Indian philosophy. Some
thinkers, according to Nicholson's dissertation, began retrospectively classifying ancient thought into six systems (saddarsan) of basic Hindu philosophy. Other scholars, Nicholson admits, present an alternative thesis. Scriptures such as Vedas, Upanishads and Bhagavad Gite, texts such as Dharmasutra
and Purana, as well as various ideas that are considered paradigmatic Hinduism can be traced back thousands of years. Unlike Christianity and Islam, Hinduism as a religion does not have a single founder, but rather a fusion of diverse scholarships, where a galaxy of thinkers openly challenges each
other's teachings and offers their own ideas. The term Hindu also appears in much older texts, such as texts in Arabic, which record an Islamic invasion or regional rule of the Indian subcontinent. Some of these texts date back to the period between the 8th and 11th centuries. In these doxologys and
records Advait Vedanta received the highest position, as it was considered the most inclusive system. Modern times (colonial rule and independence) According to Sangita Menon, Sadashiva Brahmendra was the outstanding advaita of 20th century Vedantin. (Web-12) Influence on Hindu Nationalism
Main article: Hindu nationalism According to the King, along with the strengthening of British imperialist rule came Orientalism, in which the new rulers viewed the Indians through colonially created lenses. In response, Hindu nationalism emerged for collective action against colonial rule, against the
caricatures of Christian and Muslim communities, and for socio-political independence. In this colonial era, the search for identity, Venta became seen as the essence of Hinduism, and Advait Vedanta came to be seen as then a paradigmatic example of the mystical nature of the Hindu religion and an
umbrella of inclusiveism. This Advaita Venta umbrella, according to King, provided an opportunity for a nationalist ideology that could unite Hindus in their struggle against colonial oppression. Among colonial-era intellectuals, according to Anshuman Mondal, a professor of literature specializing in post-
colonial studies, the monistic Advaita Vedanta was the main ideological force of Hindu nationalism. Mahatma Gandhi professed the monism of Advaita Venta, although sometimes he also spoke with terms from the schools of dualism of the mind and body of Hinduism. Other Indian thinkers of the colonial
era, such as Vivekananda, portrayed Advait Vedenta as an inclusive universal religion, a spirituality that contributed in part to the organization of religiously infused identity, and the rise of Hindu nationalism as a counterweight to Muslim community organizations such as the Muslim League, to Christian
colonial orientation and religious persecution of those who belonged to Indian religions. The main articles by Swami Vivekananda: Swami Vivekananda and Ramakrishna Mission The main initiator of the popularization of this universalist and long-standing interpretation of Advaita Vedanta was
Vivekananda, which played an important role in the revival of Hinduism, and the spread of Advait Vedanta to the west through the Ramakrish Mission. His interpretation of Advaita Venta was called Neo-Venta. Vivekananda saw the universal religion, all the obvious differences between different traditions
as different manifestations of the same truth. He presented karma, bhakti, jnan and raja yoga as an equal means of achieving moksha to present Vedonta as a liberal and universal religion, as opposed to the exclusivity of other religions. Vivekananda emphasized the nirvikalpa samadhi as Vedanta's
spiritual goal, equating it with liberation in yoga and encouraged the practice of yoga, which he called Raja Yoga. However, there is no such approach in Advaita's historical texts. In 1896, Vivekananda stated that Advaita appeals to modern scientists: I can safely say that the only religion that agrees with,
and even goes a little further than modern researchers, both physically and morally, is Advaita, and that is why it appeals to modern scientists so much. They believe that old dualistic theories are not enough for them to not meet their needs. Man must have not only faith, but also intellectual faith.
According to Rambahan, Vivekananda interprets anubhawa as a personal experience akin to religious experience, while Shankara used the term to refer to the liberation of the understanding of Sruti. Vivekanand's statements about spirituality as science and modernity may, in David Miller's view, may be
questioned by well-informed scholars, but it has drawn attention for being very different from how Christianity and Islam were viewed by scholars and sociologists of his era. Radhakrishnan's main article: Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan, first professor at the University of Oxford and
then President of India, further popularized Advait Vedonta, presenting it as the essence of Hinduism. According to Michael Hawley, a professor of religious studies, Radhakrishnan saw other religions, as well as what Radhakrishnan understands as the lowest forms of Hinduism as an interpretation of
Advaita Venta, thus in a sense hinduism of all religions. In his view, the world faces a religious problem when there is a non-reflective dogmatism and exclusiveism, creating a need for empirical religion and inclusivity. Advaita Vedanta, Radhakrishnan argued, best illustrates the Hindu philosophical,
theological and literary tradition that fulfills this need. (Web 14) Radhakrishnan did not emphasize the differences between Buddhism, Jainism, Sikhism and Hinduism, which he defined from advaita Vedenta's point of view, rather he tended to minimize their differences. This is evident, for example, in his
discussions about the Buddhist traditions of Madhyamika and Yogakar compared to the tradition of Advait Westinta. Radhakrishnan's metaphysics was based on Advait Vente, but he reimagined Advait Ventu for modern needs and context. (web 14) He recognized the reality and diversity of the world of
experiences, which, in his opinion, are based and supported by a transcendental metaphysical absolute concept (Nirguna Brahman). (Web 14) (Note 32) Radhakrishnan also reimagined Shankara's idea of May. According to Radhakrishnan, the Maya is not a strict absolute idealism, but a subjective
misperception of the world as ultimately real. (web 14) Mahatama Gandhi Gandhi has declared his allegiance to Adaitha Vente and has been another popularizing force for his ideas. According to Nicholas Gere, it for Gandhi meant the unity of God and people, that all beings have the same soul and
therefore equality that asmen exists and the same as anything in the universe, Ahimsa (nonviolence) is the very nature of this Asman. Gandhi repeatedly referred to himself as an Adwayist, including his letters, but he believed that others had a right to a point of view other than his own, because they were
of different origin and point of view. According to Geer, Gandhi did not interpret Maya as an illusion, but acknowledged that the personal themeism leading to anonymization is two levels of religiosity. Modern teachers Advaita Ved'nta Modern teachers - Orthodox Jagadguru of Sringeri Sharada Peetham;
more traditional teachers Sivananda Saraswati (1887-1963), Chinmayananda Saraswati (1916-1993), Diananda Saraswati (Arsha Vidya) (1930-2015), Swami Paramartananda, Swami Tatwavidanda Saraswati, Carol Whitfield (Radha), Sri Vasudevacarya (web 15) and less traditional teachers such as
Narayana According to Sangita Menon, in the traditions of Advaita in the 20th century known names: Sri Chandrashekhara Bharati Mahaswamy, Chandrasekharendra Saraswati Swamigal, Sakchidananddendra Saraswati. (web-12) Influence on the new religious movements Neo-Advaita Home article:
Neo-Advaita Neo-Advaita is a new religious movement based on the popularized, Western interpretation of Advait Vent and the teachings of Raman Maharshi. Neo-Advait has been criticized for abandoning the traditional preconditions of scripture knowledge and renunciation of the necessary preparation
for the Janana Yoga path. Famous neo-advait teachers are H.W.L. Punja, his disciples Gangaji, and Andrew Cohen (Note 36) and Eckhart Tol. Non-duality Main article: Nondualism Advaita Ved'nta has attracted attention in Western spirituality and the New Age, where different traditions are seen as driven
by the same non-dual experiences. Non-duality points to primitive, natural awareness without an object or object. (Web 20) It is also used to refer to interconnectedness, the feeling that all things are interconnected rather than separate, while all things retain their individuality. (web 21) The Monastic Order
of Sampradaya: Advaita Matas See also: Dashanami Sampradaya (Temple of Vidyashankara) in Shringeri Sharada Pitham, Shringeri Advaita Vedanta is not only a philosophical system, but also a tradition of abdication. Philosophy and renunciation are closely related: Web 22 Most of the famous authors
in the advaita tradition were members of the sannyas tradition, and both sides of tradition share the same values, relationships and metaphysics. Shankara organized monks under 10 names and created mathematics for them. These mathematicians contributed to Shankara's influence, which was due to
institutional factors. The mathematicians he created remain active today, and retain Shankara's teachings and influences, while the writings of other scholars before him have come to oblivion over time. Sri Gaudapadacharya Mathematics Home article: Sri Gaudapadacharya Mathematics Circa 740 AD
Goudapada founded by Sri Gaudapadacharya Mateo 37 , also known as Kavaḷē manya. It is located in Kavala, Ponde, Goa, and is the oldest mathematician of the South Indian Saraswat Brahmans. The monastic tradition of Shankar Shankar, which he considered the embodiment of Shiva, created The
Dashan Sampradaya by organizing a section of the Ekadandi monks under an umbrella group of ten names. However, some Hindu monastic and ecadandi traditions remained outside the Dasanamis organization. Sankara organized Hindu monks from these ten sects or names under four machs
(Sanskrit: मठ) (monasteries) called Amnaya Mathas, with in Dvorak in the west, Jagannath Puri in the east, Sringeri in the south and Badrikashram in the north. Each math was first topped by one of its four principal students, and since then the tradition has continued. (Note 38) According to another
tradition in Kerala, after Samadhi Sankara in the Temple of Vadakkunnatan, his disciples founded four mathematicians in Trissura, namely Naduvil Madhom, Tkke Madhom, Idail Madhom and Vadakke Madhom. The table below provides an overview of the four Amnaya Mathas founded by Adi Shankar,
and their details. (web 25) Shishya (line) Direction mahavakia Veda Sampradaya Padmapada East Howardhana Pīṭhaṃ Prajanam Brahma (Brahman Consciousness) Rig Veda Bhogawal Surevara South Shringeri zrada Pīṭhaṃ Aham Brahmasmi (I Brahman) Yajur Veda Bhuriwala Hastamalakakaria
Western Dvoraka Pīṭhaṃ Tattvamasi (It's You Art) Sama Veda Kitawala Tochakarya North Jiotirmaha Pīṭhaṃ Ayamatma Brahma (This Atman - Brahman) Atarva Veda Nandawala Monks of these ten orders differ in part by their beliefs and practices and some of them are not considered limited by the
specific changes made by Shankara. While the Dasanas associated with Sankara's mathematics follow the procedures listed by Adi zankara, some of these orders remained partially or completely independent in their faith and practice; and outside the official control of Sankara's mathematics. Advaita
sampradaya is not a Saiva sect, despite historical links to Shaivism. However, modern sankarakarius have more influence among Saiwa communities than among the Communities of Weisnawa. (Web 22) Relationships with other forms of Vedont's ideas, especially those of Adi Shankara of the 8th
century, were challenged by Theist Philosophies of Vedont, which emerged centuries later, such as the 11th-century VIshishtadvaita (skilled non-duality) of Ramanuji and Dweit of the 14th century (theisticalism of the du) The main article of Vishishstadtwait: Vishishtadvaiita Ramanuji's School of
Vishishtadwaith and The Advait School of Shankara are both non-duals and Vedent schools, both based on the assumption that all souls can hope for blissful liberation and achieve a state of blissful liberation; in contrast, Madhvacharya and his Dwaita subschool Vedonta believed that some souls were
eternally doomed and cursed. Shankara's theory states that only Brahman and causes are metaphysical unchanging reality, while the empirical world (Maya) and observed effects change, are illusory and relative to existence. Shankara's spiritual liberation is a complete understanding and awareness of
Asman's one invariability (soul), like Asman in all others, and is identical to Nirvana Brahman's Nirgun. Romanuji's theory, on the other hand, claims that Brahman and matter is two different absolutes, both are metaphysically real, neither should be called false or illusory, and Brahman's saga with
attributes is also real. God, like man, declares that Ramanuji has both a soul, a body, and the whole world of matter is the glory of God's body. The path to Brahman (Vishnu), Ramanuja argued, is a devotion to piety and a constant memory of the beauty and love of a personal god (Sagun Brahman,
Vishnu), which eventually leads man to one thing with Niguna Brahman. The main article of Shudddhadvaita: Shudddhadvaita Vallabhacharya (1479-1531 AD), a supporter of the philosophy of Shudddhadvaita Brahmvad, says that Ishwara created a world incommunicado with any external agency such
as Maya (which itself is his power) and manifests itself through the world. That is why shuddhadvaita is known as unalidized transformation or Avikita Parishamawada. Brahman or Ishwara wanted to become many, and he became a multitude of separate souls and the world. Wallaha recognizes Brahman
as a whole and the individual as a part (but devoid of bliss). Dvaita's main article: Dweita Madhvacharya was also a critic of Advaita Vedontta. The duality of Advaita claimed that Asman (soul) and Brahman are identical, there is an interconnected monotony of all souls and Brahman, and there is no
pluralism. Madhwa, on the other hand, claimed that Asman (soul) and Brahman are different, only Vishnu is the Lord (Brahman), some souls are also different and depend on Vishnu, and there are many. Madhvacharya stated that advaita Vedont and Mahayana's Buddhism was a nihilistic school of
thought. Madhvacharya wrote four main texts, including Upadhikkhandan and Tattvadiota, mostly devoted to Advaita's criticism. Modern Krishna devotees are critical of Adivat Vedenta, treating it as a mayawada identical to Mahayana Buddhism. (Web 26) (web 27) Historical influence Mahatma Gandhi
said: I am advaitist. Scientists disagree on the historical influence of Advaita Vedanta. Some Indologists claim that it is one of the most studied Hindu philosophies and the most influential schools of classical Indian thought. Advaita Vedanta argues that Eliot Deutsch was and remains the most widespread
system of thought among philosophers in India, and this is, we believe, one of the greatest philosophical achievements that can be found in the East or the West. The main article smarta Tradition Main: Smarta Tradition The Smarta Tradition of Hinduism is an ancient tradition, especially in southern and
western India, which reverses all Hindu deities as a step in their spiritual quest. Their practice of worship is called Panchiatana Puja. The service symbolically consists of five deities: Vishnu, Devi or Durga, Surya and Ishta Devat or any personal god of the preferences of the devotee. In the Smarta
tradition, Advaita Ved'nta's ideas combined with bhakti are its basis. Adi Shankar is considered smart's greatest teacher and reformer. According to Alpha Hiltebeitel, Advait Venkar and his practice have become a doctrinal unit of previously contradictory practices with the smarta tradition. (Note 41) The
philosophical tradition of Smarta emphasizes that all images and statues (murti), or just five signs or any anicons on earth, are clearly convenient icons of the spirituality of Brahman's saguns. Several icons are seen as multiple representations of the same idea, rather than as separate beings. They serve
as a step and a means to realize an abstract final reality called Nirgun Brahman. The ultimate goal in this practice is to move from using icons, and then follow a philosophical and meditative path to understanding the oneness of Asman (soul, me) and Brahman - as This is the art of You. Other Hindu
traditions in ancient and medieval texts of Hindu traditions, such as Vaishnavism, Haiwism and Shaktism, had a great influence on Advaita Vednt's ideas. Advaita Venta influenced Krishna Vaishnavism in various parts of India. One of his most popular texts, Bhagavata Purana, accepts and integrates into
the philosophy of Advaita Ved'nta. Bhagavata Purana is generally recognized by scientists as a matter of time in the second half of the 1st millennium AD. Of the 92 agams, ten are Dwaita's texts, eighteen are Bhadabhead, and sixty-four are advaita texts. According to Natalia Isaeva, there is an obvious
and natural connection between The 6th Century Gaudapada's ideas of Advait Vedanta and Kashmiri Shayvism. Shaktism, a Hindu tradition where the goddess is considered identical to Brahman, similarly blossomed from the syncretism of the monist premises of Advaita Vedanta and dualism in the
school of samhya-yoga Hindu philosophy, sometimes referred to as Shaktadavaitavada (literally, the path of the non-dualistic Shakti). Other influential ancient and medieval classical Hindu texts, such as Yoga Yajnawalkia, Yoga Vassha, Awadhuta Gite, Markandaya Purana and Sannyas Upanisads,
mainly include the premises and ideas of Advaita Venta. The relationship with Buddhism is also a reference to the Buddhist influence of Advait Vedanta Advaita Vedanta Vedanta Vedanta and Mahayana Buddhism have similarities and differences, their relationship being the subject of disputes among
scholars. The similarities between Advaita and Buddhism attracted Indian and attention of academics, and have been criticized by consonant schools. The similarities have been interpreted as Buddhist influences on Advait Vent, while others deny such influences, or see them as an expression. According
to Daniel Ingalls, a Japanese Buddhist fellow claimed that Adi Shankar did not understand Buddhism. Some Hindu scholars criticized Advait for its Mayan and non-traditional doctrinal similarity to Buddhism. Romanuja, the founder of Vishishtadvaita Ved'nta, accused Adi Shankara of being a Prachannaya
Baudda, a crypto-Buddhist and a man, undermining Bhakti's theistic religious adyanism. The Neaddite scholar bhaskar of the Bhadabhead Vedanta tradition, circa 800 AD, accused Shankara's Advaita of this despicable broken Mayawada chanted by Mahayana Buddhists and a school that undermined
the ritual responsibilities established in vedic orthodoxy. Several Buddhist scholars have made the opposite criticism of their Buddhist adversaries in the medieval era. For example, in the sixth century AD, a Buddhist scholar from Mahayana Bhavievka revised Vedantic concepts to show how they fit into
madhyamaka's concepts, and equate the Buddha's body with Brahman, the ultimate reality of the Upanishads. In his Madhyamakahaakiakiaria, Bhaviweka puts a interlocutor of Hinayana (Theravada), who accuses Mahayana Buddhists of being crypto-vedicnins. The medieval era of Tibetan Gelugpa
scholars accused the Jong-a-side school of being a crypto-vedanist. (Note 43) The modern scientist David Kalupahana called the seventh-century Buddhist scholar Chandrakirti a crypto-vedanist, an opinion rejected by Madhayamaki Buddhism scholars. The Advaita Ved'nta tradition has historically
rejected accusations of crypto-Buddhism, emphasizing their respective views on Atman, Anatta and Brahman. According to scholars, the similarity to Buddhism, according to scientists, the influence of Mahayana Buddhism on Advait Vedanta was significant. Advaita Venta and various other schools of
Hindu philosophy share many terms, doctrines and dialectical methods with Buddhism. According to an article published in 1918 by Buddhism scholar O. Rosenberg, exact differentiation between Brahmanism and Buddhism cannot be carried out. Both traditions believe that the empirical world is transient,
is a show of appearances, and both recognize degrees of truth or existence. Both traditions emphasize the human need for spiritual liberation (moksha, nirvana, caivalia), but with different assumptions. (note 44) Adi Shankara, says Natalia Isayeva, included in her own system the Buddhist concept of the
Maya, which was not for a minute developed in The Upanishads. Similarly, there are many points of contact Buddhism weinanawad and Advait Shankara. According to Frank Whaling, the similarities between Advaita Vedanta and Buddhism are not limited to terminology and some doctrines, but also
includes practice. The monastic customs and monastic tradition in Adai is similar to those found in Buddhism. Dasgupta and Mohanta suggest that The Buddhism and Shankar's Advaita Vedanta represent different stages of the development of the same non-dual metaphysics from the Upanishadich
period to the time of Sankara. The influence of Mahayana Buddhism on other religions and philosophies was not limited to Vednta. Kalupahana notes that the tradition of Theravada's Visuddimagg Buddhism contains some metaphysical conjectures, such as sarvastivadines, soternotics and even
yogacarinas. According to John Plott, we must emphasize once again that in general throughout the Gupta dynasty, and even more so after its decline, there was such a high degree of syncretism and such tolerance of all points of view that Mahayana Buddhism was Hinduized almost as Hinduism was
Buddhist. The influence of Buddhist doctrines on Goudapad was an unfortunate issue. A school of scholars, such as Bhattacharya and Raju, stated that Gaudapada had assumed Buddhist doctrines that the ultimate reality was pure consciousness (vijshapti-mattress) and that the nature of the world is a
four-declared denial, which is the structure of the Maya. Of particular interest is Chapter 4 of Gaudapada's Karika text, in which, according to Bhattacharya, the two karics refer to the Buddha, and the term Asparsayoga is borrowed from Buddhism. According to Murti, The conclusion is irresistible that
Goudapada, the philosopher of Vedonta, is trying to advaytic interpretation of Vedanta in light of the doctrines of Madhyamika and Yogikara. He even freely quotes and addresses them. However, Murty adds, doctrines are not like Buddhism. Chapter one, second and three are completely Vedantine and is



based on Upanishads, with little Buddhist flavor. In addition, the state of both Murthy and the King, no Vedanta scholars who followed Goudapada ever quoted from Chapter 4, they cite only the first three. According to Sarma, to accept him (Gaudapada) as a hidden or open Buddhist is absurd. The
doctrines of Goudapada and Buddhism are completely opposite, Murthy argues: We talked about borrowing, influence, and relationships in fairly general terms. It is necessary to determine the possible nature of borrowing, provided that it has indeed taken place. (...) The Vedantines put everything on
Asman (Brahman) and took power of the Upanishads. We have detailed the view of Mandutmia Buddhism and its complete opposition to atman (the soul, permanent and universal) in any form. - TRV Murti, the Central Philosophy of Buddhism (Advaitins) traditionally challenges the thesis of Buddhist
influence. A modern scholarship usually recognizes that Gaudapada was influenced by Buddhism, at least in terms of using Buddhist terminology to explain his ideas, but adds that Goudapada was a Vedantine, not a Buddhist. Goudapada adopted some Buddhist terminology and borrowed its doctrines
for its vedantic purposes, just as early Buddhism adopted Upanishadich terminology and borrowed its doctrines for Buddhist purposes; both used pre-existing concepts and ideas to convey new meanings. Although there is a common terminology, the doctrines of Advaita Goudapada and Buddhism are
fundamentally different. The difference between Atman Buddhism and Advait Vedanta's Anatta adheres to the premise: Soul exists, and Soul (or me, Atman) is a self-evident truth. Buddhism, on the other hand, adheres to the premise: Atman does not exist, and An-Atman (or Anatta, not me) is obvious in
itself. Chakravarty Ram-Prasad gives a more nuanced point of view, stating that the Advaitins assert stable subjectivity, or unity of consciousness, through all the specific states of the indivable consciousness, but not the individual subject of consciousness. Advaitins share immanent reflexivity from
minness. In Buddhism, Anatta (Pali, the Sanskrit mosquito An-Atman) is the notion that there is no eternal, necessary and absolute soul called by her or an atman in humans and living beings. Buddhist philosophy rejects the concept and all doctrines associated with the Asman are called the Asman
illusion (Maya), affirming instead the theory of no-me and no-soul. Most schools in Buddhism have denied the existence of me, soul in their basic philosophical and ontological texts from the early days of their existence. Unlike Advaita, which describes the knowledge of his own soul as the path to nirvana
identical to Brahman, in his sotherological themes he defined Buddhism nirvana as a state of man who knows that he has neither himself nor his soul. The Upanishadic investigation cannot find an empirical correlation between Asman's alleged existence, but it does suggest its existence, and the
Advaytins reifidat consciousness as the eternal me. By contrast, the Buddhist investigation is satisfied with an empirical investigation that shows that such Anman does not exist because there is no evidence. However, some Buddhist texts chronologically placed in the first millennium of the common era,
such as the Tatagagarbha Mahayana tradition, offer homing concepts that are differently referred to as the Tathagatagarba or buddha nature. It was a controversial idea in Buddhism, and the concept of eternal self was generally rejected. In modern-day studies of the era, scientists such as Storman and
the Watchman put that these self-in-arms concepts are neither me, nor a sentient being, nor a soul, nor a person. Some scholars believe that the Tathagagatagarabha Sutra were written to promote Buddhism to non-Buddhists. The epistemology of the Epistemological Foundations of Buddhism and Advait
Vedanta are different. Buddhism adopts two valid means for reliable and correct knowledge - perception and conclusion, while Advaita Vedent accepts six (described in other articles). However, some Buddhists in history claim that Buddhist scriptures are a reliable source of spiritual knowledge consistent
with the Adwight Praman, but Buddhists viewed their scriptures as a form of withdrawal. The ontology of Advait Vedent affirms the substance of ontology, ontology, which claims that the underlying changes and impermanences of empirical reality is an unchanging and constant absolute reality, like the
eternal substance he calls Atman-Brahman. In its ontology of matter, as in other philosophies, there are universal, features and specific properties, and it is the interaction of particulars that creates events and processes. In contrast, Buddhism puts the process of ontology, also called ontology of events.
According to Buddhist thought, especially after the rise of the ancient science of Mahayana Buddhism, there is neither empirical nor absolute constant reality, and ontology can be explained as a process. In Buddhist ontology there is a system of relationships and interdependent phenomena (prattja
samutpad), but there are no stable persistent identities, no eternal universals and features. Thoughts and memories are mental constructs and smooth processes without a real observer, personal agency or knowledge of Buddhism. In contrast, in Advaita Vedanta, like other Hindu schools, the concept of
self (atman) is real-looking, personal agent and knowledgeable. Buddhism Of Pali Abdhidhamma and Theravada considered the entire existence of the dhamma, and left unexplained ontological questions about the reality and nature of the dhama. According to Renard, Advaita's theory of three levels of
reality is based on two levels of reality found in Madhyamak. Shankara's Buddhist Central concern for Shankar, in his objections to Buddhism, is what he perceives as nihilism buddhists. Shankara argues that there must be something beyond cognition, namely cognition, which he claims is a self-evident
Asman or a witness. Buddhism, according to Shankara, denies this. He also considers Brahman's notion of pure knowledge and the quintessence of positive reality. The teachings in Brahma Sutrah, Shankar state, differ from both Buddhist realists and Buddhist idealists. Shankara details about arguments
against the various schools of Buddhism, partly presenting rebuttals that were already standard at the time, and partly offering their own objections. Shankara's initial contribution to explaining the difference between Advaita and Buddhism was his identity argument and the witness argument. According to
Shankara, Buddhists are internally inconsistent in their theories, because the reservoir-consciousness they created, being momentary, is no better than normal consciousness. Or, if they allow the reservoir-consciousness to be strong, they destroy the theory of the moment. In response to the idealists, he
notes that their alaya-vinon, or the consciousness of the store, contradicts the Buddhist theory of momentaryness. As for Sunyawada (Madhyamaka), Shankara argues that contrary to all valid means of knowledge, we did not think whether to refute and common sense (loka-vivahara) cannot be denied
without the discovery of some other truth. Advaita Ventent's admission is most often regarded as an idealistic monism. According to King, Advait Vedanta developed to the extreme monist ideas already present in the Upanishads. In contrast, Milne argues, it is misleading to call Advait Ventouth monistic
because it confuses denial of difference with merger into one. Advaita is a negative term (a-dvaita) that states that Milne refers to denying the difference between object and object or between perception and perception. According to Dojic, Advait Vedanta teaches monisttic monoticity, but without the
versatility of alternative theories of monism. Adi Shankara, according to Jacqueline Hirst, positively emphasizes the premise of one in his Brahma-sutra Bhasya 2.1.20, attributing it to all Upanishads. Nicholson argues that Advaita Venta contains realistic strands of thought, both in its oldest origins and on
the works of Shankara. Cm. also Causes and Effects in Advait Vedanta Kashmiri Shayvism Pantheism Notes th b Timalsina p. 941: Purushawada appears preferred terminology in the early periods, before the time of Sankara. See also Purusha. Literally: the end or the purpose of the Veda. Compare that
to Twam Asi. For alternative English translation: Robert Hume, Thirteen Major Upanishads, BU 4.3.32, Oxford University Press, page 138. In स लले एकस् ा अ ैतस् भव त एष लोकस् स ाट् त ह एनम् उवाच अनुशशास या व यस् एषा अ य परमा ग तस् एषा य परमा स प , one strait without duality becomes the one whose
world Brahman, O Yainavalkia instructed that this is his higher path. This is his highest achievement. -Brihadagnaka Upanishad 4.3.32 (Transl: Stephen Phillips) Also in Chandogya Upanishad also made a reference to non-duality, in the dialogue between the Vedic sage Uddaka Aruni and his son
Svetkatku, as: सदेव सो येदम  आसीत एकमेवा अि तीयम् त ैक आहुरसदेवेदम  आसीदेकमेवाि तीय ंत मादसतः स ायत Somya, before this world was evident, there was only existence, one without ambivalence on the subject, some argue that before this world was evident, it was only non-existent, one without a second.
From this non-existence there was an existence. -Chandonya Upanishad 6.2.1 52 - Chandonya Upanishad - This is not a philosophy in the Western meaning of the word, according to Milne. Samhya claims that Purusha is an effective cause of all existence, while Prakriti is its material cause. Advaita, like
all Vedanta schools, argues that Purusha/Brahman (both of which belong to the same concept) is both an effective and material reason, from which the origin, existence and dissolution of this universe originate. What created all existence is also present and reflected in all beings and inert matter, the
creative principle has been and is everywhere, always. First, how did Sb Brahman become a diverse universe without any distinction? secondly, how did Brahman quote create a material world? thirdly, if Ananda Brahman is pure bliss, why was there an empirical world of suffering? These questions have
historically been answered by thinkers of Advaita Vedanta, as well as non-Hindu schools. Reason clarifies the truth and removes objections, according to the Advaita school, but he believes that pure logic cannot lead to philosophical truths, and only experience and meditative ideas do. Sruti, he believes,
is a set of experiences and meditative ideas about the release of knowledge. Indian philosophy emphasizes that every acceptable philosophy should help a person to realize Purusartha, the main goals of human life: Dharma: the right way to life, the duties and responsibilities of the individual in relation to
himself and society, as well as to the life of society in relation to the individual; Arta: the means to support and maintain your life; Kama: pleasure and pleasure; Moksha: liberation, liberation. The true Self in itself is the pure consciousness without which nothing can be known in any case. (...) And the same
true Self, pure consciousness, is no different from the ultimate principle of the world, Brahman (...) Brahman (True Self, pure consciousness) is the only Reality (Sat), as it is not connected difference, a sign of ignorance, and since that is one thing that is not submatable. Consciousness, 100 Web-2, 101
Wisdom Absolute, 100 Web2, Web-2 Supreme Truth Web 2 Puligandl: Any philosophy worthy of its name should not be a simple intellectual exercise, but should have practical application, allowing a person to live a life. A philosophy that has no value for the quality and style of our lives is not a
philosophy, but an empty intellectual construct. These characteristics and steps are described in various texts of Advaita, such as Shankara in chapter 1.1 Of Brachmasutrabhasia, and in chapter 10 of Bhagavad Gita : Examples of self-restraint mentioned in Hindu texts: it is necessary to refrain from any
violence that harms others, refrain from beginning or spreading deception and lies, refrain from stealing the property of another, refrain from sexual deception of one's partner, refrain from sexual deception of one's partner. Brahman is also defined as: an unchanging, infinite, immanent and transcendental
reality, which is all matter, energy, time, space, being, and everything beyond this universe; It is one supreme, universal spirit without a second. One supreme, all-penetrating Spirit, which is the origin and support of a phenomenal universe. Higher self. Puligandla declares it as an unchanging reality
among and outside the world,126 Self-existing, absolute and imperishable. Brahman is indescribable. The principle of peace, absolute, general, universal, cosmic principle, ultimate, which is the cause of everything, including all gods, knowledge, soul, sense of self of every person who is fearless,
luminous, sublime and blissful, the essence of liberation, spiritual freedom, the universe within every living being and outside the universe It provides things from which everything is done, and sets everything into work, in the existence of Svarupalakshana, a quality, a definition based on the essence and
other sub-schools of Vedanta with the Concept of the Maya. According to Hugh Nicholson, the final study on the development of the concept of vivar in Indian philosophy, and in Advaita Vedanta in particular, remains Vivarta Hacker. For Shankara, the Word Maya has almost no terminological weight.
Many in number, Upanishads are developed in different schools at different times and places, some in the Vedic period and others in the medieval or modern era (names up to 112 Upanishads were recorded). All the major commentators considered the twelve or thirteen oldest of these texts as
Upanishads and as the basis of Vedanta. The sruti includes four Vedas, including four layers of embedded texts - Samhits, Brahmans, Aranyaki and Early Upanishads. According to Sprokhoff, a group of elderly Sannyas Upanisads - Aruni, Kundik, Katashruti, Paramahams, Jabal and Brahma - was formed
before the 3rd century AD, probably in the centuries before or after the beginning of the common era, while Asrama Upanishad dates back to the 3rd century AD. Olivelle disagrees with Sprokhoff, meeting with a group of the oldest Sannyas Upanis in the first centuries of the common era. However,
Balasubramanian argues that since the basic ideas of Vedanta systems come from Veda, vedantic philosophy is as old as Vedas. Deutsch and Dalvi note that in the Indian context, the texts are only part of a tradition that is preserved in pure form in oral transmission as it continues. (c.450-500), Bhartŗhari
OfPavarsa (c.450-500), Bodhayan (c.500), Tanka (Bram) (c.50 0-550), Dravida (about 550), Bhartŗprapañca (about.550), zabaraswamin (about 550), Bhartŗprapañca (about.550), Bhartŗmitra (about 550-600), Srivatsanka (about 600), Sundarapandia (c.600), Brahmadatta (c.600) -700), Goudapada (about
640-690), Govinda (about 670-720), Mandanamyra (about 670-750). Nakamura notes that there are contradictions in doctrine between the four chapters. According to Murti, the conclusion of Mandukya Kariki is irresistible that Gaudapada is trying to advaytic interpretation of the Wegent School of
Hinduism in light of the doctrines of Madhyamika and Iogkar Buddhism. However, Murty adds, doctrines are not like Buddhism. The first three chapters of Karika are based on The Upanishads, with a slight Buddhist flavor. Chapter 4 is not similar to the first three and shows Buddhist terms and influence. In
addition, according to Murty and Richard King, no Vedanta scholar who has followed Gaudapada has ever been quoted from Chapter 4 of Kariki, they cite only the first three. Sanskrit: ी सं थान गौडपदाचाय मठ, Sri Sanstina Gauspadakaria Magna - According to Rudurumu and Isaev, Sureshwara stated that
knowledge of Jiva and Brahman's personality is not enough for liberation, which requires a long meditation on this identity. Neo-Vedanta seems to be closer to Bhadabhead-Vedanta than to Shankara's Advait Vedanta, acknowledging the reality of the world. Nicholas F. Gere: Ramakrsna, Swami
Vivekananda and Aurobindo (i also include M.K. Gandhi) have been called neo-Vedaantists, a philosophy that rejects the Advaitins' claim that the world is illusory. Aurobindo, in his divine life, declares that he moved from Sankara universal to its own universal realism (2005: 432), defined as metaphysical
realism in the European philosophical sense of the word. Marek: Wobey der Begriff Neo-Advaita darauf hinweist, das sich die traditionalaire Advaita von Diser Stremung commund distanc, yes si dies Bedeitung der Sbenden Wolbertung vi vor als unumgunglicht. (The term Neo-Advait indicates that
traditional Advaita is increasingly distancing itself from this movement because they consider preparatory practice still inevitable) Alan Jacobs: Many devotees of Sri Raman Maharshi now rightly refer to this Western phenomenon as Neo Advaita. The term is carefully selected because neo means new or
revived form. And this new form is not a classic Advaita, which we understand was taught as from the Great Self realized sages, Adi Shankar and Ramana Maharshi. It can even be called pseudo because, presenting the doctrine in a highly faded form, it can be described as supposedly Advaita, but in
fact not so, in the full sense of the word. In this dilution of the basic truths in an acceptable style made acceptable and attractive to the modern Western mind, their teachings are misleading. Cm. Other examples of Conway (web 16) and Schwartz (Swartz) - Cohen has now distanced himself from Punji and
calls his teachings Evolutionary Enlightenment. As early as 2001, Choen's magazine What is Enlightenment criticized Neo-Advait several times. See. (Web 17) (web 18) Sanskrit: ी सं थान गौडपदाचाय मठ, Sri Sansthana Gaushapadakaria Magna, according to Pandey, these Mats were not created by
Shankara himself, but were originally ashrams created by Wibhadaka and his son Ŗșyaśŗnga. Shankara inherited the ashrams in Dvorak and Shringeri, and in Śŗngaverapura transferred the ashram to Badarikarama and the ashram to Angadesha to Jagannath Puri. Sanskrit.org: Advaitins are not
sectarians, and they advocate the worship of Siwa and Wisnu on a par with other Hindu deities such as Sakti, Ganapati and others. Archaeological evidence suggests that the Smart tradition in India dates back at least to the 3rd century AD. Almost Shankara contributed to the rapprochement between
Advaita and smart orthodoxy, which by that time not only continued to defend the theory of Varnasramadharma as the defining path of the pocket, but also developed the practice of pannayatananapuji (five-family worship) as a solution to various and contradictory committed practices. Thus, it is possible
to worship any of the five deities (Vishnu, Siwa, Durga, Surya, Ganesa) as its istadevata (the deity of choice). Nicholson: Heonaying's interlocutor blames The Buddhist was a crypto-vestintine, in parallel later by the Westintins, who accused Advait Vedonta of crypto-Buddhism. Jongang's school was
influenced by Yogachara and taught Hanton Buddhism, which considers the Highest Truth to be self-fulfilling. Helmut von Glasenapp writes, Buddhist Nirvana: therefore not a primitive land, eternal essence, which is at the heart of everything and the form that arose the whole world (Brahman
Upanishadov), but the reverse of all that we know, is something quite different, which should be described as nothing in relation to the world, but which is experienced as the supreme bliss of those who achieved it (Anguttar Nikaya Nawaka-nipat 34). Vedantists and Buddhists are fully aware of the gulf
between their doctrines, a chasm that cannot be bridged. According to Majima Nikai, Sutta 22, a doctrine that proclaims the same world and itself. It will be me after death; ine million, permanent, eternal! (see Brihadanayaka Upanishad 4, 4, 13), was stylized by Buddha in a completely foolish teaching. On
the other hand, Katya Upanishad (2, 1, 14) sees no way of getting rid of the Buddhist theory of dharma (impersonal processes): The one who assumes the abundance of particulars is lost, like rainwater on a mountainside; a truly wise man, however, must understand that his Asman is in the same place as
the Universal Asman, and that the first, if we are cleansed of slag, is absorbed by the latter, just as the pure water poured into the pure water becomes indistinguishable with it. This development did not end with Advaita Vedanta, but continued in tantrism and various Shaivism schools. For example, the
non-dual Kashmiri Haiwism is influenced by several Orthodox and unorthodox Indian religious and philosophical traditions and has taken over the doctrines. These include Vedanta, Samhya, Patanjali Yoga and Nyayas, as well as various Buddhist schools, including Yogakara and Madhyamaika, as well
as Tantra and Nath Tradition. It is often used interchangeably with the term citta-m'tra, but they have different meanings. The standard translation of both terms is consciousness only or only for the mind. Some modern scholars object to this translation, and the accompanying label of absolute idealism or
idealistic monism. The best translation for vij'apti-m'tra is just representation. Kalupahana describes how Buddhism also has a current that favors the ontology of matter. Kalupahanan sees Madhyamaku and Yogakara as a reaction to the development of ontology of substance in Buddhism. References
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